
Engineering For Kids 
Summer Camps 

at 

Lazer Kraze! 

Camp details and registration information available online at   

Engineeringforkids.com/centralohio 

Questions? centralohio@engineeringforkids.com   614-656-8048 

Gahanna Location (Ages 8—12) 
June 4th - June 8th (8:30-3:30)  Robotic Cities Camp! 

Join us for this multifaceted, fun filled STEM camp at Lazer Kraze! Do you have what it takes to engineer a magnificent city from an 
inhabitable environment? During this camp students work together as a team to build a city from the ground up designing essen-
tial urban structures, develop processes to purify water and generate their own power. Of course, our cities will need to endure a 
few natural disasters and students will have the opportunity to use their newfound robotics skills to save the cities inhabitants! By 
creating robots that can transfer nuclear waste, mine raw minerals, and deliver food and goods more efficiently, they will be sure 

to contribute to a more sustainable environment. 

July 16th - 20th  (8:30-3:30) Heros Reassembled 

"It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s…Heroes Week! Superman was born with his powers; however, many of the world’s most famous super-
heroes modeled their identities after creatures with unique abilities by using engineering and design techniques. Come explore 

heroes like Wonder Woman, Iron Man, Hulk, Thor and The Flash, as well as real life heroes such as Teachers, Fire Fighters, and Po-
lice Officers. Use your favorite powers to engineer your own superhero identity, complete with a mask, superhero sigil and cape to 

help protect and empower! 

Lewis Center Location (Ages 8—12)

June 11th - 15th (8:30—3:30) Forensics and Aerospace Engineering 

For this one of a kind camp students will explore Aerospace and Forensic Engineering! We will all become forensic engineers in 
order to solve a crime that has taken place! Students will analyze evidence by using math, science and technology to decipher clues 

and biological codes. As we work to identify the thief through chemical and mechanical analysis we will also explore aerospace 
engineering by making our own rockets to be launched inside and outside! We will explore aerodynamics, air resistance, buoyancy, 

and trajectory by building models of several flying machines. Join us for a great adventure! 

July 23rd - 27th (8:30—3:30) Heros Reassembled 

"It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s…Heroes Week! Superman was born with his powers; however, many of the world’s most famous super-
heroes modeled their identities after creatures with unique abilities by using engineering and design techniques. Come explore 

heroes like Wonder Woman, Iron Man, Hulk, Thor and The Flash, as well as real life heroes such as Teachers, Fire Fighters, and Po-
lice Officers. Use your favorite powers to engineer your own superhero identity, complete with a mask, superhero sigil and cape to 

help protect and empower! 

Register for Summer Camps online at 

Engineeringforkids.com/centralohio 

Camps include DAILY laser tag missions and pizza lunch on Friday! 


